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1CHAPTER I
THE I13TR0DUCTI0N
Purpose of the study . "The level of development of a
particular community is the essential element controlling
the methods and degree of planning and coordination."^ It is
the level of development of the Maiden Jewish community that
the writer proposes to study in order to analyze the commun-
ity's preparedness to establish a community center and a
unified fund-raising campaign for local agencies. The commun-
ity has signified interest in a clarification of the purposes
of all local organizations with the hope that, in the future,
mergers and amalgamations ¥dll decrease the number of groups
and the demands which they make, while increasing the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of those remaining. The material
included in this study may facilitate planning for the future.
Scope of the study . The study includes the majority
of Jewish organizations in the community. The material
gathered includes facts regarding the activities, social,
educational, and fund-raising, of the organizations as well
as information regarding their membership. Although a great
deal more information was gathered than has been included in
1 Summary of the Jewish Social Service Conference,
June 1941. "Comunity Organization", Jewish Sooial Service
Quarterly> Vol. XVIII, no.l, September, 1941, page 150.
!
the study, only data bearing any relationship to the purpose
of the study have been incorporated into the thesis. A brief
chapter on history has also been added to give this work
perspective.
Limitations of the study . A research study in one's
own community often makes complete objectivity difficult.
The possible existence of personal prejudices was considered
but every attmpt was made to keep the study objective.
Personal experiences with some of the groups had left defin-
ite impressions which were recognized and considered. On the
other hand, personal acquaintance with many of the communal
leaders has made it possible to secure infomation which,
otherwise, it might have been difficult to leam» People in
the community did not see this study as a threat to them-
selves and their organizations because it was carried on by a
local individual, accepted by the community. The threat often
implied in a study directed by non-residents was lacking.
Notwithstanding these facts, p. few of the organizations were
either unable or unwilling to give the material requested
•
Lodges and certain other groups make it a practice to keep
their financial status a secret and in these cases the in-
fomation given was an estimate. The purpose of the thesis,
however, was to get a broad picture of the Jewish communal
organizations and to learn of the trends toward a Jewish
Center and a unified fund-raising campaign. The material
(
3secured served this purpose anply.
Method of gather! n;^ naterlal > Data regarding the or-
ganizations included in the following pages were secured by
visiting or telephoning the president or leading m«aiber of
each group. The schedule of questions^ was explained to
these people and their answers to them were recorded at that
time*
2 See appendix.
f
4CiUPTBR II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF TH3 MALDM jrsVO:SH COM&fUWITT
.
Historical records * A proper understanding of the
contemporary Jewish ooiomunity requires a brief treatment of
its historical development. A systematic search was made for
records of the early years of the community but none could be
found. The next step was a study of material in the Maiden
Public Library dealing with the city as a whole from which
data relating to the Jewish population might be learned. A
history of the churches in Maiden written in 1890 made no
mention of a synagogue in the communityi. The city directory
of 1885 lists only one family whose Jewish identity could b©
definitely established^. The city directory of 1893 lists
one individual who is still a resident of the community^. An
interview with this person, Mr. Louis Cohn, res\ilted in a
confirmation of the previous material and the securing of
much of the following information.
There was only one Jswish family in Mfilden before 1889
so far as could be ascertained. The number of families in-
1 J.W.Wellman, The Scclesiagtlcel History of Maiden
(Maiden: privately published, 1890)
2 Maiden City Directory , 1885 (Boston; Goodenough, 1885)
^ Maiden City Directory ^jnd Blue Book (Boston: E. A.
James and Company, 1893)

creased slowly until the first religious services with a
minyan (ten adult males, as required by the Jewish law) ware
instituted in 1895. The oongregation met in c. rented room,
in the Maplewood district of the city, until the construction
of a synagogue in the area in 1914. Members of this congre-
gation organized the first Hebrew school in 1897. The school
met in the quarters occupied by the synagogue and served the
children of the entire city.
With the steady imigration of east Buropean Jews at
the end of the nineteenth century, the Jewish population of
the United States increased rapidly. The Jewish population
of Maiden increased during the same period. The first perma-
nent structure for religious worship was constructed in the
Suffolk Square district of the city in 1903- by a group of
Russian immigrants. The new populace included a large num-
ber of Lithuanifiin Jews who established their own synagogue
in 1905^.
An unusually large influx of families to Maiden In the
days following the devastating Chelsea fire of April, 1908,
greatly increased the local Jewish population. No records
exist to show the exact nxaaber of families who sought shelter
in Maiden but residents remember the sudden bxiilding boom in
4 Henrietta Szold, editor. The Amerloan Jewish Year-
book. 1903 (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society,
Vol. IV, p. 206
5 Ibid., V, p. 309

the city which followed the arrival of these people. Svl-
denoes of this fact era several streets in the Suffolk Square
area on which there are rov?s of identical three- story houses
built to supply the immediate neod.
At the seme time. Maiden Jewry began to organize com-
munal groups to aid those of its members in need and to offer
social and recreational opportunities to those who desired
them. The residents of Maplewood organized a Ladies* Char-
itable Society in 1908 while at the same tine residents of
the Faulkner district organized their own Ladies' Charitable
Society.
The coramuntty, however, had be,^un to organize before
the influx of people referred to above. The American Jewish
ft
Yearbook of 1907 lists six organizations in addition to the
three synagogues. The organizations listed were a Young
Men's Hebrew Association, two mutual benefit fratemel groups,
two labor organizations and a Ladies' Charitable Society.
None of these groups are at present existant.
The preceding material has bean included becauee the
sudden growth of the population was not only quantitatively
important but also qualitatively. The economic and religious
background from which the new iramigrante came hes exerted a
tremendous Influence on the organizational structure of the
6 Ibid., Vol.VTII, 1907, p. 211
(
7community. The majority of the new arrivals Gtaao from
countries ruled by Ozarist Russia. They oarae here in search
of a new and free life but they broui^ht vdth them the laores
find customs of their Buropean homes. The majority of them
saw their responsibility to youth only in providing for a
Hebraw school and the comraiuiity orp;aniz9d such an institution
in 1910. A permanent building to house the school was erected
in 1920 for which the community assumed a .^35,000 mortgage.
This has since been reduced by $10,000. During the early
years of the community, only the Y.M.H.A. existed to serve
the needs of the youn?;; adults in the city. The needs of the
youngsters in the community, however, were not considered and
the community considered its duty complete when the Hebrew
school was supported. The school considered its duty only to
impart a formal Hebrew education to the small part of the
youth population who attended classes.
The role of the synagogues in the community « The sy-
nagogues have exerted a great deal of Influence upon the or-
ganizations existing in the community. In addition to the
three synagogues already mentioned, there were established
three new congregations between 1910 and 1930. These inclu-
ded a synagogue in the Suffolk Square area which has a large
building on which a large mortgage is owed. A anall syna-
gogue was established in the Granville Avenue hill district
in a renovated house. The sixth synagogue was the Conserve-
i
8tive Temple organized in 1930.
The orthodox synagogues fulfilled the definite need of
the older residents who desired a place of worship to whioh
they oould come every day in the week. As the older residents
passed away, the number of people visiting the synagogue
daily gradually diminished and the synagogues found that the
buildings were virtually empty except for the High Holidays.
The youth of the oomnunity was totally uninterested in the
synagogues because they found the atmosphere foreign to them.
The orthodox element of the community was led by the only
Rabbi in the city who exerted pressure among his supporters
to oppose any moves to modernize the religious services as
had been done in other communities. The same group con-
trolled the educational policy of the Hebrew school with the
result that the curriculum had no appeal to the youngsters
and the Hebrew school organization had no appeal to the young
adults.
The young business and professional men of the com-
munity realized that attempts to compromise with the Rabbi
and his congregation could only result in a continuation of
the struggle that had been going on for many years. In 1930,
therefore, this group united to establish a Conservative
Temple in which a portion of the religious service would be
in English and the sermon v.ould also be in that language.
More than that, however, the young adults of the community
c
9considered this the beginning of youth activities in the city.
The Temple succeeded in its first year, although the orthodox
group in the community were opposed to it. It appealed to
about 175 individuals who joined the organization and who
brought a modem Rabbi to the city. The Temple, however, has
followed the pattern established by the other synagogues.
It has failed to appeal to new people, especially the youth
of the city. It is not an active force in the community and
its own affiliated groups are inactive. This Is not an at*
tempt to discredit any group in the community but merely to
point out that the only real move made by a synagogue in the
city to encourage the interest of youth in Jewish activities
has had only a limited success*
One other attempt to convert the lai'/;© synagogue, to
which a small group of young people felt a strong attachment,
was made in 1938. Members of the synagogue, the Beth Israel,
compromised with the youth and hired a young Rabbi as an as-
sociate to the older man. A Sunday school was established to
interest the children and Friday evening services in English
were instituted to Interest the youth. The attempt was
given up when the older generation refused to cooperate and
the purposes of the young members remained unfulfilled.
The other two large synagogues, the Agudas Achlm and
the Szrath Israel never attempted to carry on activities
which would Interest the younger generation. The Agudas
fi
Achim synagogue has employad a Rabbi for only two brief pe-
riods; the first beginning in 19 £7 and ending in 19 E9, and
the second since 19.'58. The Bzrath Israel synagogue has never
been able to afford a Rabbi
•
Dissatisfaction with the orthodox eynegogues existed
not only among the young people who found the services too
foreign to them but also among e small group of young people
who were themselves extremely orthodox in their beliefs.
These people sought an orthodox service which would appeal to
young adults. When the Beth Israel organization was unwill-
ing to aid them, the groiip formed a chapter of Young Israel,
a national orthodox youth group, and met in the Hebrew school
for religious services. The group finally grew, through the
activity of one individual, and in the Pall of 1941 purchased
their own building for use as a synagogue. This brought to
six the number of synagogues existing in Maiden at the end of
1941, since the congregation in Maplewood has disintegrated
and its building had been taken over by the Temple.
The only other large communal institution has been the
Hebrew scliool. Previous mention has been made of the control
exerted by the Orthodox Rabbi on the educational policy of the
BChool. The result of the struggle between this person and
the supporters of the school was the failure of the latter
group to continue their interest in the institution. In 1929,
failure to receive the needed financial support resulted in
c<
olosing the sohool for four months. The following year the
supporters of the institution reopened it but without the
support of the Beth Israel synagogue. The ourrioulum was
raodemized and a faculty of imerioan-born teachers was en«»
gaged. As years went on, the orthodox group once more lent
its support to the sohool but its influence in controlling the
curriouluia was definitely gone. The sohool has struggled to
keep its doors open and each year has been able to receive
sufficient support to do just this. The number of children
served by the sohool has ranged at various times from 100 to
300, with the average enrollment during the past decade at
less than 150*
rr
CHAPTER III
THE OOMMUIIITY IN 1942
Por)ulation statl stios * Any study of a Jewish ooiamuiiity
must recognize that the laok of acourste statistics Is a
definite limitation. The fact that the Census of the United
States does not include the statistics of religious groups
means that most figures are merely estiaetas or approximations
Such a limitation has been faced in this study but en attempt
is made in this section to arrive at e valid figure.
The tot^il population of Maiden in 1940 wsb listed as
58,010^. This figure is e reduction of gft from the census
report of 19:50 which listed the populstlon as 58^0^6. The
1940 census repo^^ts the density of the Maldsn population as
11,700 per square mile. The city is situated five miles
north of Boston and is served by the Boston Elevated Rr-ilwey
as well as the Boston .-md Maine Railroad. The city does not
hsT'S a major industry a3.though there is a large -nibber factory
and there are two largo knltgoods factories tn the olty.
Leaders in the oomnunity have expressed the belief that
the local Jewish population is somewhere between ten and
twelve thousand. For substantiation of these figures the
1 Sixteenth Decennial Census of the United States,
Preliminary Report on Cities of Over Fifty Thousand {Wash-
fngtoni United states Census Bureau, 1941)
c
looal leaders turn to the American JTewish Yearbook which
lists the popiilatlon in 1937 as 11,170^. This publication,
however, does not disclose the source of its information.
The Jewish Welfare Board in a study made of Boston*' includes
a brief section on Maiden in which the population for the
community is stated as 6,870. The great discrepancy between
these two figures immediately raises the question of the
validity of either. The Jewish Welfare Board study explains
the source of their estimate. It is based upon the number
of Jewish children between the ages of five and fourteen as
estimated by the Maiden School department. The figure
suggested for this age group was 1134. The J.W.B. study then
estimated the total population to be 6,870 since the United
States Census Bureau reported that 16.35 per cent of the
American population is between the ages of five and fourteen*
Local communal leaders who have seen the Jewish Wel-
fare Board figures are in agreement that the population is
much higher than 6,870. For the purpose or this study,
therefor, a survey was made of the names in the Maiden City
Directory of 1941^. This required the systematic checking
Of ftfttllt Individual name to ascertain which were Jewish
£ American Jewish Yearbook
^
Op. Cit. Vol. 45, p. 660.
3 The Jewish Welfare Board, A study of the Boston
Jewish Community , 1940 (Hew York: STimeograpHed, 1941)
4 Maiden City Pi recto ry ^ 1941 (Boston: R.L.Polk,
Company, 1941) Vol. XLV, pp. 19 4- 778.

namos. On the surface, such a check is extremely unscientific
since it is often difficult to know whether a person is Jew^
ish by his name. Acquaintance with the community end with a
large part of the JTewish population made for s minimized
margin of error. The Melden City Directory disclosed 5,351
individuals above the age of 19. The 1940 census reported
that approximately th-irty-five per cent of the population
falls in the age groups below twenty. Using that figure it
is found that approximately 7124 Jews live in the city. No
att^pt is being made to suggest this as the correct figure
for the population but it doea tend to validate the statis-
tics of the Jewish Welfare Board from which it differs by
only 254. The difference between the Jewish Welfare Board
estimate and that in the imerioan Jevdsh Yearbook had been
4,500. For the purpose of this study, therefore, the popu-
lation will be considered to be In the vicinity of 7,000 or
12 to 13^ of the total population.
Distribution of the Jewish Popxil ation * The Jewish pop-
ulation is distributed over the greater part of the city but
there are a number of districts in which the majority of the
Jews reside. The section of the city which is considered
the Jewish district is the Faulkner area, with Suffolk Square
as its center. Here are located the three large synagogues,
the Maiden Hebrew school and the main Jewish shopping dis-
trict. The majority of residents in the area are Jewish

although there has been a vary gradual infiltration of Irish
and Negroes. The representatives of this district in the
Maiden Common Counoil and in the Board of Aldermen are J'ewish.
The community itself thinks of SuffoUt Square as its center.
At one time virtually all the Jews in the city lived somewhere
in the Faulkner distriot.
The second largest concentration of Jews in 1941 was to
be found in a section of the city bounding the Fa\ilkner area.
This distriot is divided from the Faulkner section by a rail-
way track and a main thoroughfare. The district has a small
shopping center with tw3 stores that specialize in Jewish
products. Its population is made up mainly of business men
and some of the community's professional men. The section is
within walking distance of the Suffolk Square shopping center.
A new settlement of Jews has grown up in the Belmont
Hill district of the city. A few families have been residing
here for many years but the construction of new homes in the
area has drawn many families from other districts. This sec-
tion has no shopping district of its own but is still within
walking distance from Suffolk Square.
Maplewood, the oldest Jewish residential are© now has
only a few Jewish families. This section is some distance
from the main centers of the Jewish community. Between
Maplewood and the second area mentioned above, there is a
small settlement on Granville Avenue Hill. This group is

small and the synagogue In the dictrict must find part of its
support in the rest of the ooiamunlty*
The number of Jewish families living in the west end of
the city has been gradually increasing, A few years ago this
area was considered closed to Jewish settlement but a number
of local business and professional men have purchased homos
in this district during recent years. The area is not within
walkin?5 distance of Faulkner end the children from the area
are transported to the Kebrav. school by e. bus service.
Facts ref^ardinf; economic di stribution . It is not with-
in the scope of this study to deal with the eoonomic distri-
bution of the local Jewish population. Certain facts regard-
ing the distribution of Jews in the professions, from which
the majority of the ooinmunal leaders come, is of value in
such a study. In planning for the future, the potential
leadership available in the community must be considered.
Maiden has a very large group of young Jewish pro-
fessionals, out of proportion to their pei^entage in the
population. It is from this group of professionals that many
of the communal leaders come. It Is the existence in Maiden
of so large a group of able leaders that rnsices it possible to
think in terms of a more progressive community. Many of these
men have succeeded in their professions and must be considered
financially important in the community. By virtue of their
status in the community, they are expected to provide leader-
rii
ship.
Tho following is the distribution of Jews in some of
the major professions. The statistics are besed on the data
included in the Maiden City Directory. In iTanuary 1941, there
were thirty Jewish doctors in tlie city out of a total of
seventy-five,i.e., forty-three per cent of the total. Jewish
lawyers numbered fifty out of 105, or forty-five per cent of
the total. There were only nineteen Jewish dentists but they
were fifty-three per cent of tho total^.
A discussion of economic distribution insofar ;is this
is a factor in the communal organizations must include some
details regardinjc; the Jewish business men. The local Chenber
of CoBBaeroe does not have any statistics regarding the distri-
bution of local business among the various religious and ra-
cial groups* However, Clarence Clarck, the executive secre-
tary of the Maiden Chamber of Commerce explained in an inter-
view that 20 per cent of the members of the organization are
Jev/ish,i .e. , sixty out of throe hundred. The total figure
includes the officials of tho public utilities and the large
industries in the city. Since there are few Jews among that
group in the city, tho number of Jews in the local retail
trade foiro a large portion of the total in this phase of local
business. This group includes many of the communal l'9r,ders
5 Maiden City Directory, op. oit.
, pp. 910-948.
f
lncludin,T; nnny of the directors of tho Maiden Hobrov/ School,
the Tomple Tifereth Israel, and the Congregation Beth Israel.
There are a large number of Jewish men who owi or \vorfc
in local retail business establishments. These include many
too small to be nnsoclated -Adth the Chamber of Commerce. This
makes for a more unified locnl community since many of the men
VKirii in the city in which they reside.
Mfdden does not hare any unusually rich families. One
family v/hlch owns a IocpI mill has only a fevr of its members
residing in the city end they are inactive except for one
medber of the family. Local and national causes receive rela*
tively little support from them. The only other family con-
sidered wealthy is active in the community and does support
communal and national causes.

CILOT15K IV
JSWISH ORGANIZATIONS IN MALDM: 1941
Inoroduotioa * ^ue-an and T-iomas-^ h?.vo quoted the foi-
lo^.Adrvg description by Louis Worth of the Jewish cormaunity*
All in all, it may ha aaticipeted that tho Jew's, having
a long experience as city dwellers, having a well devel-
oped sot of in.3tit\itions, considering thenselves snd being
viewed by others, as a community, will continue for many
years to offer one of the bast axfiraples of lootil coramunlty
life in our metropolitan centers.
The object of this study is to learn to what extent th«
Jewish organizations emd institutions of Maiden reach the
standards set up by Worth. The method of securing a complete
list of organizations has already been mentioned. The com-
plete list with which this work was undertaken included forty-
nine distinct organizations. This list was exclusive of
branches and chapters of the large organizations. The total
number of distinct groups, i.e., including the branches and
chapters, was eighty-one.
This figure is not inclusive for all the Jewish groups
meeting in the city. A number of organizations were not con-
sidered within the scope of this study. Only those organiza-
tions which have a formal organizational structure and which
are purely social in purpose were included. The associations
1 Stuart Queen and Lewis Thomas, The City-A Study of
Urban! am in the United Statos (Hew York: McOraw-HiTl Co.,Inc.,
1979) p. 526.
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from which only tha members derive financial benefit were not
considered. The purpose of the organization must include more
than the personal gains of the individual members.
The Maiden Jewish community has a number of credit
unions located in Suffolk Square. The credit unions, like
banks, serve the community but their purpose is the profit
gained in affording a service. Thus, they can not be consid-
ered organizations.
A very common type of group found in the city are known
as Aoktzias. The name is derived from a Yiddish word meaning
a share or a part^. Each member of the organization is a
share-holder and derives certain financial benefits from
membership. The groups are not active in the community and
never turn to the community for support. Rumor has it that
these groups are extremely nimierous In the community but no
survey of the actual number of existing groups has ever been
made*
Another type of group common in the Jewish community is
the bridge and mah Jong club. Although not an organization,
the bridge club is a strong competitor to the local organiza-
tions. Women* s groups in the city are forced to plan their
activities with the bridge clubs in mind. The members of these
clubs have a strong loyalty to their group so that affairs con-
2 Alexander Harkavy, Yi ddi sh- Snp^l i sh Dictionary (New
York: Hebrew Publishing Company, 1910) p. 74.

fliotlng with the day on which thay meet will often laok thoir
support. On a fev/ occasions, bridge clubs have sponsored ben-
efits for local Institutions but in the main are considered in
terms of their cowpetition. Competition with organizations is
made especially keen by the fact that many women are members
of more than one bridge club*
Types of Organizations . The types of organizations In
the community at the end of 1941 were as varied as the groups
that made up the community* It is often difficult to classi-
fy an organization since most groups are not limited to one
purpose. Most of them do have, however, a primary purpose
around which the greater pert of their activity centers. The
following table gives the distribution of organizations
according to their primary purposes. The first column lists
the number of distinct organizations under each t3rpe and tha
second column included the total number of groups of each type.
Thus under the heading "fraternal** we find 12 distinct organ-
izations. These organizations include the four distinct Bnai
Brith groups, Bnai Brith itself, the Ladies' Auxiliary, the
Junior League of Bnai Brith and the Aleph Zadih Aleph. In the
column of totsl groups in the community, we find 14 groups
listed. The reason for this is the existence of three A.Z.A.
clubs in the community. Since A.Z.A. has already been in-
cluded once as a distinct organization, the two remaining
chapters have been added to the figure in the first column.
rI.
In this manner, wo get the number fourteen in the second ool-
umn* The same bystem has been ussd in arriving at the other
figures included in the following table. This differentiation
between distinct organizations and the total number of groups
in the oommunity was necessary because of the tendency to
interchange the two figures Indisorixoinately. A clear picture
of the organizations requires such a differentiation*
(
CLASSIFICATION AI^ DISTRIBUTION
OF OHGAIUZATIONS
Type of
organ! zation
Number of
organizations
Total number
of groups
Zduoational 1 2
Religious 6 16
Philanthropic 9 9
Fraternal Ig 14
Zionist 9 18
Scouting 2 10
Social g 2
Miscellaneous 8 10
Totals 49 81

gducatlonal orF:antzetions > There Is one Institution
in the ooiamunity which has had as its sole purpose providing
a Jewish education for the youth of the city» The institution
is considered a community responsibility but the actual work
of maintaining the building and directing its activities is in
the two groups directly associated with it. The main support
for the Hebrew school comes from the male membership. This
group has an organization known as the Maiden Hebrew School.
The president of the organization is also president of the
school.
The number of members in the organization has varied
in the last few years between 150 and 200. The annual member*
ship to the organization is five dollars but there have been
a few individuals who have annually subscribed more to the
support of the institution. Although the organization has
considered their merabersliip to be in the vicinity of 200, the
treasurer hcs reported difficulty in collecting dues from many
of the members. He has reported, however, an increase in the
payment of dues during the current season.
Full payment of dues by the complete membership of the
school would result in an annual income of approximately
#1000 a year. This would be only one eighth of the total
budget which is eight thousand dollars a year. A second
source of income has been the tuition paid by the pupils at
the school. This source has never been substantial sinoe
c(
I
tuition was not demanded from children who were uneble to pay»
The school is known in the city as the Maiden Hebrew Free
School and the oomnunity considered the education of the
children as their responsibility. If a family was unable to
pay the tuition, then the ooimaunity wo\ild have to pay for it. j
The officers of the school hove realized that numerous fami-
lies hare taken advantage of this policy in the past. An
attempt is now being made to rectify this situation by require
Ing payment of tuition whenever the family is able to pay even
the smallest sum.
The school derives its greatest income from an annual
fund-raising affair. The affair usually takos the form of a
moving picture show for which tickets are eold throughout th«
community. In addition, a program booklet is printed. The
show and program booklet for 1941 netted the school approxi-
mately #1500. This aspect of the school's income will be dis*
cussed in detail in the chapter on "Communal Fund-raising
Activities**^. This income has bean supplemented by annual
appeals in the synagogues, donations by organizations and by
the activities of the Sisterhood of the Maiden Hebrew School.
The leadership of this organization during the past
t'velve years has been in the hands of a few individuals. The
leaders have never made an attempt to keep control of the organ-
3 Cf. post. Chap. V, p. 56.

Ization. Hather, there has been a concerted drive to interest
new people in the institution. A new interest did arise dur-
ing the school year of 1940-1941. The organization had been
carrying on its activities but the financial condition of the
school was poor. A group of younger people became interested
in the school and assumed responsibilities in the organiza-
tion. Their intererst, however, was not limited to the main-
tenance of the building end an entire chapter of this study
will deal with their proposals^. However, the new leaders of
the school have rftised the income so that the financial prob*
lems which faced the preceding; admini stration are no longer
acute. The increase in the weekly tuition income from an
average of forty dollars a week in 1^>40 to an avera?»e of 100
dollars in 1942 and the allocation of tv/o thousand dollars by
the United Jewish Appeal^ have reduced the school's financial
problems.
The Sisterhood of the Maiden Hebraw School was organ-
ized in 1929 to supplement the fund-raising of the male
membership. The sisterhood developed at the time when the
school w«s closed for a brief period and the directors were
unable to meet the school's budget. The sisterhood undertook
to supplement the regular activities and sponsored a large
show with its own program book each spring. Responsibility
4 Cf. Chapter VI, p. 63.
5 Cf. Chapter V, p. 59.
c
for maintenance of the buildinfr was placed in tho hands of the
women. When need for building repairs arose, activities v/ere
sponsored to raise the necessary funds. These usually took
the form of bridge parties or suppers. In 1940-1941, the
sisterhood raised |1,233 which was used in maintaining the
building.
Tho change in leadership in the men's organization haa
brought about a chango in the activities of the sisterhood.
The responsibility for maintaining the building has been
assiined by the men and the sisterhood no longer has any need
to sponsor its own large affairs. The two groups are now co-
operating to make the affairs sponsored by the men suffi-
ciently large to insure a good income. Such cooperation was
manifested at the time of the last show sponsored by the
Maiden Hebrew School. The women undertook to sell tickets
and get advertisements and greetings for the program book*
The success of this affair satisfied all that such cooperation
can be effective. The sisterhood will now have to develop a
new purpose. The fact that it is no longer responsible for
the buildinp: will result in its disintegration imless a new
activity is created to interest it. As yet no actual steps
have been taken to develop such a purpose.
At the end of 1941 there were no other groups directly
associated with the Hebrew School. An alumni organization had
once been attempted, but it did not succeed. A new attempt

was mads In tho Spring of 1342 bat It is impossible, as yet,
to know what form it will take aad whether it will succeed.
Religious groups . Tho brief history of the Maiden Jew-
ish coiaiaunity has included sone historical material on the
sjrnagogues in the conimunity. This section will include data
about the synagogues in 1941-1942 and the organizations asso-
ciated vdth the various synagogues.
Oonp;reg;ation Mudao Aoliln * The Harvard Street Syna-
gogue, as this congregation ic known locally, still meets in
the building constructed in 1903. The building itself has a
seating capacity of 725 and is of wooden construction. The
president of the synagogue reported that the paid membership
at the begiiming of 1942 was only seventy although the congre-
gation has a few hundred names on its membership list. The
Eiemberchip dues ere fifty cents a month with the result that
many T-enbers pay irregularly and are not paid up. The syna-
gogue sells the greater part of the available seats for the
High Holidays from which they derive a large part of their in-
come. In addition, the appeal made in the synagogue during
the Holidays results in a large income. This system of sell-
ing seats for the Holidays is practiced in sll the synagogues
In the community and is their largest source of income. This
congregation derives a small part of its income from sums paid
in ooimection with certain religious services. The congre-
c
gants are not oompeilad to pay for these religious functions
but saoh payments are oustoraai'y.
The congregation roooivoa financial support from the
sisterhood which had 75 paid laOTibors at the bef;tnning of 1942»
The sisterhood oooperatos vdth the congregation in sponsoring
an annual show and program hook. The ©xponses of this congre-
gation are relatively small when compared with thosa of some
of the other local congregations. The building is not a great
expense and the synagogue haa only a Rabbi, jfivan during the
j
High Holiday season, no Cantor is hired. The Rabbi of the
congregation carries out the entire religious service by him-
self, thus r^jduciag the expenses of the congregation.
The synagogue has no youth activities. The Rabbi ex-
plained in an interviev/ that the congregation considered the
youth work the responsibility of the Maiden Hebrew School and
therefore sponsored none of their own. The congregation
actually feels no responsibility toward the youth of the
coraraunity except insofar as they support the Hebrew School.
The synagogue does have a number of small groups made up of
the older men who attend the daily services. These groups in-
clude a study circle, a group v/hioh deals with the religious
functions to be carried out in connection with funerals and a
group which raises a small sum of money annually to supply
lodging and food for wayfarers. These groups make no great
demand on the community and are limited to the members of the

congregation. Thay are not active parti cipiuits in tlio Inrgor
activities of tha city. Tho_ congregation as a whole doec not
play an active role in ooicaunuL loadorship^ elt'iougji t>iey ars
represented in suoii activities by their Rebbi»
Congrefffltion Beth Isreel o The lr.rgof?t synagogue in the
city is the Con/^ref^ation Beth Israel. It has a seating capac-
ity of nine hundred and there are three hundreid memberE paying
aa. annual dues of twelve dollars. The synagogue has daily
services which are held in the vestry of the building which
has been reconstructed as a srarj.1 synagogue. The nunber of
regiiLar attendants at the daily services has been steadily de-
creasing. The only young people who attend the d«:^ily rervices
are those who are in mourning. A Jewish custom folloved quite
diligently by many young people in mourning is to attend roli-
glous services daily for eleven months following the death of
a parent. The average Saturday morning in this synagogue is
about one hundred. A few young people attend but the majority
of people present are those no longer able to vrark. There are
a few people in the community who observe Saturday as the
Sabbath and many of these people are in t>iis congregation.
The synagogue has an annual income of about $10,000
which is derived from membership, the sole of seats on the
High Holidays, donations by individuals and from the cemetery
o^'med by the synagogue. The eTipenses include a mortgage on
the building, the salary of the Rabbi and the sexton. The
^1
synagogue has an income greater than Its budget. It has been
abio to aici the iiebrew School and other causes when the need
has arisen.
The synagogue has played an important role in the commu-
nity and it is still a factor which must be considered when
plans for coianunal organisations are being considered. The
synagogue derived a great deal of its power in the coamunity
from the Rabbi who served as its head for ever tvrenty years.
The Habbi was a strictly Orthodox Jew who refused to accept
any reforms in iTudaisn. As the only Orthodox Habbi in the
ooasiunity, and for tmny years the only Rabbi in the city, this
gentleman accepted for himself complete Rabbinic authority in
the city. In the 1920' s some of the younger nen in the city
had approachtsd this Rabbi requesting that a young nan be en-
gaged to assist him. The failure of this ncvenent has already
been referred to in Chapter 11^. A second attempt was made in
19 3B and this time the youth group was able to bring a young
Rabbi to the synagogue. The new Rabbi organized a Sunday
School, introduced Late Friday ^Vening services for those un-
able bo attend at sundown. The death of the old Rabbi sew a
reversion to the extreme Orthodoxy previously prevalent. The
young man was no longer able to remain in the syT^agogue and he
was replaced with a European-born Rabbi. Once more the inter*
e&th of the youth were disregarded by the few older men still
6 Of. ante, p. 6.

rsmainlng at the haad of the 33rnagogu©.
The congregation had always been influential in the
ooiamunity. For many years it had controlled the educational
policy of the Hebrew School. Communal leaders were always
careful to consider the views of this congregation lest its
opposition be a source of problems. The group no longer has
the power wielded when the old Rabbi was alive.
There are a n'CKiber of organizations associated vAth the
synagogue. The group most closely associated with the syna-
gogue is the Ladies* Auxiliary organized in 1930. In 1941,
the Auxiliary had two hundred members who were paying an annual
dues of two dollars per person. Dues plus an annual dinner and
bridge brings the annual income of the group to approximately
five hundred dollars. In 1941 the a\ixiliary no longer had the
Sunday School activities which had previously been its primary
interest. As a result, the organization donated |130 to the
American Red Cross and is using the remainder of its income for
the synagogue and for other local needs.
Another organization in the synagogue is knov/n as the
Chevrah T'hillim. This group of seventy men who pay annual
dues of two dollars a year def?JL with the religious functions
associated with burials. V/hile all the large synagogues in the
city have such a group, the one at this synagogue is the larg-
est and is called upon by individuals not associated with the
synagogue. There are also a number of small groups made up of
ir
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the older men who attend the daily eervices but the corasiunity
hv.e no contect ivlth them*
Congreflation Rzre.th Israel * The third largest house of
worship in the city, this congregation ovms the newest syna-
gogue in the city. The building was build in 1924 and has a
seating oaptcity of 625. The new building, however, hes a
large mortgage which is a burden on the congregation. As a re-
sult, they have never been able to afford a Rabbi and have
been able to hire a Cantor only for the Holidays. Until 1940,
the congregation sponsored an annual show and program book
which they have now discontinued. The income is now derived
from membership dues of six dollars a year paid by the one
hundred members, from the annual appeal on the High Holidays
and the small fund-raising affairs of the sisterhood. The
latter group had a membership of eighty in 1941 with an annual
dues of two dollars.
The congregation sponsors no youth activities and playo
no active role in the community. It serves the religious needs
of its monbership but has made no attempt to bring the youth
Into its activities. As is the case with the other large
Orthodox synagogues, it is open for daily religious services.
Congregation Mi shkan Tofilti . This synagogue is situated
In nn area away J"rom tho center of the Jewish community. It
has a amtill renjvatecl house on which no money is ov.-od. The
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congregation hcs e membership of thirty, Eost of whom live In
th3 aslghborhood of the Eynagogue. The annual hudget of ths
synagogue is about threa hundred dollars a year which is ai^jt
by the sal a of its sevsaty saats for the Hxjlidgys and by th©
support giTea the coAgre^ation by ths Ladies* A-ixiliary. Tae
forty laafflbers of the sisterhood raised three hundred dollars
in 1941, part of which was used to meot ejcpensee for maintein-
ing the synegogue. A orotherhood wtis organized in 19S9 bat
the leadership was called to the army end the orgaaiz.stion was
inactive in 1941.
Young Israel * The Young Israel group has been included
in this section beoautse its main activity at present centers
about its newly opened synagogue. The group was oi^anized in
1936 to offer an opportunity to local youth interested in
reliirjious eictivities to have a social and cultural associatioQi
One of the primary purposes of the group was to offer Orthodoi:
religious services which would appeal to the youn^ people. At
first the group met in the Beth Israel Synagogue but when
difficulties arose between the two groups'^. Young Israel moved
to the Hebrew School. Finally the organization purchased a
building at the edge of the Faullcner area and converted it int<
a synagogue. In addition to the religious services, the p:roup
sponsors cultural activities and aids various philanthropic
7 Cf. ante.. Chapter IX
•,
p»8.
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causes. The forty-fire members pay an annual dues of three
dollars a year. This income is Insufficient to cover the ex-
penses of the synagogue. However, the extreme Interest of one
wealthy family has resulted in their support of the cause.
This support plus the sale of seats on the High Holidays coven
the budget of the organization.
Temple Tifereth I srael • The manner in ^ioh the Temple
8developed has already been dealt with in Chapter II • The
present organization is made up of much the same group who
first became interested in the Temple. The mfflnbershlp of the
Temple has averaged about 175 since the inception of the organ-
ization. The Temple meets in the synagogue in Maplewood which
was built by the residents of that area when there was a large
Jewish population there. The building does not have a great
deal of maintenance expense since the mortgage is small. The
members of the Temple live in all sections of the city and the
majority of them ride to the services. The Temple conducts
Conservative services. Hats are worn during the service and
the major part of the liturgy is recited in Hebrew. Parts of
the liturgy, however, are translated into English and the
sermon is always delivered in that language. The membership
includes the younger business gind professional men of the city
who pay an annual dues of fifteen dollars a year. These dues
8 Cf. ante.f Chapter XX., p*6.

do not Include seats for the High Holidays. Since the income
from the membership dues nnd the sale of seats does not cover
the expenses of the Temple, the organization sponsors an
annual Monte Carlo Dance with an advertising book.
The Temple employs both a Rabbi and a Cantor and is the
only synagogue in the city which has both. Sabbath morning
services are held throughout the year and during the winter
season the Temple sponsors Friday Evening services. The pur-
pose behind the organization of the Temple was to offer re-
ligious services which would appeal to the youth of the
community. This has not been the case. Although the 350 seata
in the Temple are filled on the High Holidays, the average
attendance on Friday evening during the past season has been
forty to fifty. Actually, the Temple has failed to interest
the youth of the community. People in the community have
wondered why this type of institution has failed in Maiden
whereas it has succeeded in many other cities. The answer,
they feel, lies in the personality of the Rabbi who is unable
to stimulate sincere interest in his organization.
At the insistence of the leaders of the Temple, a
junior group was organized in the Fall of 1940. It was felt
that an organization appealing to young people between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-one might convert their apathetic
attitude into one of sincere interest. In December, 1941, the
Junior League of the Temple had a paid membership of fifty.
11
The main activity of this group in the tvau seasons that it has
existed has been to stage a play to raise money for the organ-
ization. The president explained that the group had had very
little cultural activity although the purpose of the g2X)up was
religious and educational. The organization has failed to in-
terest many of the young people and the reactions of the adults
has been one of dissatisfaction.
The Temple has sponsored both a brotherhood end a sis-
terhood. While the latter group has been successful in its
activities, the brotherhood has been an extremely inactive
group. The brotherhood at one time had a paid manbership of
over one hundred but during the 1941-194£ season the paid
membership has been about fifty. Failure of the group to keep
its members has been the result of lack of a progrem. The
group had carried on meetings for years with the entire pro-
gram depending on outside speakers. Participation by the
group in activities was unknown and the interest in the
brotherhood gradually diminished.
The sisterhood, on the other hand, has been more
successful. In 1941 it had two hundred members, most of whom
had paid their annual dues of two dollars a year. The women
raised eight hundred dollars in 1941 from the dues and the
affairs they sponsored. One hundred sixty dollars of this was
raised by the publication of a New Years Greeting booklet.
The income of the organization is used in the upkeep of the
((
S8
Tomplo and in 1941 the sisterhood remodeled the vestry of the
building.
The Temple also sponsors a Sunday school • The majority
of the children who attend are the sons and daughters of
Temple members but laetabership in the organization is not re-
quired. The oourse of study oovers six years and is completed
with a confirmation ceremony. The popularity of the school has
been decreasing and with the change in the program of the
Hebrew School may decrease even more.
Zionist groui;)s . The Zionist groups in the city have a
total membership of 902. The groups range in size from the
Poale Zion branch with 13 members to the Maiden Chapter of
Senior Hadassah which has a membership of 260. The ages in
the local Zionist groups range from nine upward. All Zionist
youth work in the city is done by Young Judea, a national
Zionist youth organization. The Maiden clubs appeal to two
hundred youngsters between the ages of nine and sixteen.
Zionist activities for young adults are handled by the local
chapter of Junior Hadassah and the Hadassah Business and Pro-
fessional group. The former group had seventy- five paid
members at the end of 1941 and the president reported the
average age to be about twenty-two. The Business and Pro-
fessional Group had a membership of thirty with a minimum age
for membership about twenty- four. The remaining adult groups
in the city had a total membership of 583.
r(
Saoh of the Zionist groups in the city has the same
basic purpose, the upbuilding of Palestine. Within this very-
general purpose, these groups have different philosophies and
interests. Their appeal is to different eloaents in the
ooiamunity but through their cooperation, successful work is
carried out*
An attOTipt was made to receive from each organization
in this category an exact financial report for the year 1940-
1941. The total amount of money reported in the study was
#8,850. This sum includes money which remained in the treasur*
ies of the local organizations but does not include the money
raised for Palestine in the United Jewish Appeal. The reports
of some of the Maiden groups were given in round numbers and
may, therefore, have been slightly exaggerated. The figures,
however, are equalized by the donations of some local individ-
uals and groups to Zionist causes direct to the National organ*
izations which are not included in the local total,
Zionist fund-raising is not limited to the activities
of the various Zionist groups. The entire community partici-
pates in the United Jewish Appeal which assigns a portion of
the money it raises for woric in Palestine. The Melden appeal
in 1940-1941 raised #11,791 of which approximately one third
or slightly less than four thousand dollars went to the Pales-
tine fund-raising agencies. This brings the toted raised in
Maiden during the year 1940-1941 to about twelve thousand
r
dollars for Zionist causes alone.
The following table shows the number of members in each
of the local Zionist organizations, the amount of dues paid by-
each maaber and the total amoxint raised by the organization in
1940-1941. The Poale Zion group reported a sum which is ex-
ceedingly high for the number of paid members in their group.
Their total, however, includes the eight hundred dollars
raised by the Palestine Labor Caiipaign in 1940 and for which
they have assumed the credit. The largest amount of money was
raised by Senior Hadassah whose 260 women raised a total of
^3500. Of this amount, |1000 was allocated for the Youth
Aliyah, the organization which brings 2uropean children to
Palestine. Of the remaining ^2500, all but 300 was sent on to
the national office of the organization. The two other groups
of Hadassah, the Business and Professioneii group and Junior
Hadassah raised a total of 750 dollars. This brings the
Hadassah total to $4250 for 1940-1941
•

TlBLiS II
MALD3N ZIONIST GROUPS, 1940-1941,
MMBERSHIP MB rUlJI>-RAISING TOTALS
Name of the
organization
Annual dues
per person
Number of
members
Total
income
Maiden Zionist
Di strict
|5.00 160 $800.
Mi zraohi #3.00 60 $100
.
Poale Zion |4,00 12 11400.*
Jewish National
Woricers* Alliance
|3«00 67 $2000
•
Hadassah $4.00 260 C;5500.
Junior Hadassah $£.00 75 $450.
Hadassah, Business
and Professional
^4.00 30 ^300.
Young Judea $2.00 EOO #300.
Women's Mizrnchi $E.O0 37 $74.
Includes the sum raised by the Palestine Labor
Campaign*
cr
All the local Zionist groups cooperate in the annual
flag and flower days for the «ravilsh National Fund. Membere of
the Maiden groups participate in a house to house collection
on these days. In addition, members of the various groups
have Jewish National Fund boxes in their homes. Thencney
raised by this agency is used solely for the purchase of land
in Palestine and is the cooperative enterprise of all the
groups*
There ere three types of Zionist groups in the oommunity
appeciling to three distinct classes of the population. The
Poai e Zdon and The Jewish National V/oriiers* Alliance appeal to
people interest in the building Palestine along Socialist lines
These two groups in Maiden have a total membership of 99. The
Zionist district and the Hadassah groups, as well as Young
Judea, are technically knomi as General Zionists. Their prim-»
ary interest is the rebuilding of Palentino and the local
groups are not greatly concerned vath the economic approach to
the problem of Palestine. The third group, the Mizrachi organ*
izations, believes that Palestine should be rebuilt as a
religious homeland. The decrease in the number of Orthodox
Jews has decreased the number of Mizrachi members and the ac-
tivities of the local groups.
Zionist Youth Activities . These activities in Maiden
have been limited to the woric of Young Judea. This organiza-
tion reports an extremely active Maiden group and its activi-
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ties have been increasing during; the past few years. The
adult General Zionist organizations hove begun to support the
youth groups in the city and the feeling among Young Judea
leaders has been that the intensity and scope of their work is
now definitely increasing. Maiden Young Judea is the only or-
ganization attempting to do group work with its m^bers. Most
of the club leaders are volunteers who were former members of
local clubs. In an attempt to give the leaders a knowledge of
the techniques of group work, e leader's training course has
been started under the direction of Mr. Samuel Dinsky, the
principal of the Maiden Hebrew School. The clubs meet weekly
and follow the cultural program of National Young Judea wliich
is supplemented vrith arts and crafts and music.
The community lacks Zionist groups for girls between
the ages of sixteen and eighteen and for boys between the ages
of sixteen and twenty- five. No attempt has been made to offer
young male adults any Zionist activity. A national organiza-
tion for men between the ages of eighteen and twenty- five ex-
ists but no chapter has ever been organized in Maiden,
Summary . The number of paid members in Maiden 2a.onist
groups in 1941 was 902 or 13.82 per cent of the Jewish Welfare
Board estimate of the total Jewish population. The groupe
carry on intensive fund-raising activities and in 1941 raised
a total of $6,825, exclusive of the United Jewish Appeal, Sdu-
oatlo^al programs are a part of the Zionist aotivity with
i
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Hadassah and Young iTudea leading in this area. Zionist activ-
ities exist for ell age groups except girls between the ages
of sixteen and eighteen and boys between the ages of sixteen
and twenty- five.
CIURITABLS SOCIETIES
Introduction . Four women's groups whose purpose it is
to aid the needy in the ooramunity existed in the city at the
end of 1941. The beginning of each organization was referred
to in Chapter II. The organizations as they are at present
will be discussed here. Two of the groups are located in dis-
tricts of the city which have seen a decrease in their popula-
tion and as a result are now small organizations. The other
two are located in the centers of the Jewish population and
derive their support from the city as a whole. The statistics
of each group have been included in Table III which follows.
The Granville Avenue Ladies * Charity * This organization
has already been referred to as the Ladies* Auxiliary of the
Mislikan Tefila Synagogue. It serves the dual purpose of
supporting the synagogue and offering aid and free loans to
the residents of the neighborhood who may apply. The secretar]
reported that the requests for aid during the past few years
have gradually reached the point where the main activity of
the group is granting free loans to members who may need them.
Bach year the organization donates a part of its income to the
r
Maldaa Hebrew School and supports other local agencies. Its
support comes aalnly from residents of the area and from local
business men.
TABL3 III
aUsDm CHAllITABI^K S0CI"^2S, 1941
Organizations Annual dues Number of Inoom©
p ex- ncsaber monibers
Hebrew Ladies*
Charitable Soc.
^3,00 200 |2,000
Mapiewfood Ladies*
Aid Society
|3.00 30 $100
Children's Aid
Society
:Ji.l0 200 $1,000
Ladies' Auxiliary
of Mishkan Tefila
05.00 40 |300
((
Maplewood Ladies * Aid Soolety . This organization has
been in existence sinoe 1908. At the time when the Jewish
population in Maplewood was large, this f:roup raised large
sums of money which were distributed to needy people who
applied. Uith the decrease in the population and the decrease
in the requests made to the organization, the group reduced
their activities until the president reported no activities
were to be carried out in 1941-1942. The Income from dues and
part of their two hundred dollar treasury is distributed each
year to the Maiden Hebrew and other agencies who apply to them
for donations.
The Ladies * Charitable Society * The purpose of this
organization has been to aid needy families with sums of money
sufficient to tide theni over a difficult period. Much of the
aid during the past few years has been the regular supplementa-
tion of Public Welfare aid. Tlie president explained that
society tries to do "family case-work'*. All the work of the
organization is done in secret and only the members of the
Charity Board are acquainted with the recipients of aid. The
demands made upon the organization have decreased with the ex*
pansion of public welfare in the community. Mpanbers of the
organization feel that many people are willing to apply to the
Welfare Department of the city and will turn to their organi-
zation. On the other hand, the president of the society works
closely with the local Department of Public Welfare.
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The Children* s Aid Coolety
. Orlf;lnaily formed to meet
the needs of children, the orgnnizetlon hns found that the
cociTiunlty Is making less demand upon it than in previous
yofirs. The organization existed as a competitor to the other
charity organization and no attempts at cooperation were made
until the last fevj years. In 1940-1941, the main work of th©
ors^anl zation was the purchase of clothes for children. For
the first time, it sent a nunber of children to camp in the
sunimer of 1941. The president has expressed the opinion that
her sjToup should merge v,lth the Ladies' Charity now that no
need exists for the two groups. Her organization feels that
the existence of the two societies means that the 6»ime donors
are approached twice and that this is unnecessary. At the
time of this Interview in the bc^innini^ of March 194?^, no
move had as yet been made to bring the two r^roups to{^ether.
Since that time the leaders of the two f^roups have worked out
a plan a;:d the president cf the Lr-dies* Chrj-^ity presented the
merger plan to the Children* s Aid Society on April 15, 1942.
This may be the first step in uaitinc^ the efforts cf the
coiTinunity so that the limited energies available for organ! za-
tionul work will not be drained unnecessarily. It may be that
some day the raerger include the two smaller r^roups and a
professional social worker will be employed. The community
has a definite need for a professional v.-orker to replace the
well-aeenlng but untrained volunteers now doing ''faTdly case-

work"*
Tho Moeth Chitin Society * This organ! zetion was not
included in the table of charitable groups because it is not
a permanent society. The purpose of the organization is to
make money available to poor families during the Passover
season. The giTDup began when the first Jevdijh settlor^i cane
to the city and has existed ever since. A month before Pass-
over the p;roup of individuals interested in the work send out
committeef.! on a house to house canvass of the city and the
funds raised in this way are distribtited to those who apply.
Tlie committee responsible for distributing the money includes
representatives of the larger synagogues and of the Ladies*
Charitable Society. In 1941, the Moeth Chitim Society dis-
tributed ^46 to 1£9 families^. This was an average of $6.55
a family.
The Maiden Sheltering Hone. A Jewish custom prevalent
in Europe was to offer shelter to any traveller v/ho happened
into a tovm. The sarae policy has been adopted by the iituai-
grants who came to this country. For many years, the trav-
eller would come to the synagogue and would be escorted to
some hoTne. In 1935, a group of women decided that the com-
munity had a definite need for a house to v/hich these way-
farers might be sent. With the support of its five hundred
9 Report of the secretary, iir. Samuel Stohn.
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women, this group purchasQd a house near one of the synagogues
and offers overnight shelter to whomever needs it. In addi-
tion, the person is given ono free meal.
FRATSPaiAL ORDEHS
Introduotion . The validity of includiiig fratornal
orders in a study of Jewish Organizations may be questioned.
Leaders of soma fratemsuL orders pointed out that their groups
were teohnioally non- sectarian aithou^;h their meribership v/as a
hundred per oent Jewish. On the other hand, such group*^ with
a totally Jewish la^abership molZQ definite demaude on the Jew-
ish ooiamunity and must be considered in a study of its organi-
zations.
Masons , Movant Scopus Lodf^e . This lodge was the largest
fraternal group in the city vdth a completely Jev/ish Tnembership
In the beginnin,!?: of 1942, the lodge had a total of 267 members,
each paying fifteen dollars a year in dues. The lodge in-
cludes numerous affftlrs for its raemberEhlp which raises the
amount of income but the eiact figures were unavailable because
of an organizational ruling. The Mount Scopus Lodge inoliides
the more successful bupi'i ^ss and professional men in the com-
munity. It donates a large amount of its income to charity but
all such donations are given anonymously.
Odd Follov/s . Lob anon Lodr^o . This group has been in ex-
istence in the city since 1914 and at present has a completely

Jewish membership. For many years it was the only fraternal
order in the community and most of the young men were manbers*
It v/as chiefly the entrance of nany of the leaders of the
Y.M.H.A. into this lodge that resulted in the disintegration
of the "Y". In 1941, the lodge had P.P^ Tiembers who pay an
annual dues of eight dollars a year.
Knights of Pythias , Maiden Lodp;e #44 . This group is
non-sectarian but the membership is predominantly Jewish. It
is a social and fraternal organization with one hundred paid
members. A great deal of the treasury is distributed in the
fonn of donations to various causes, much of it during the
past year having been given toward the war effort. It is not
as active a group in the coiamunity as the Masonic lodge. A
study of a partial list of its members revealed that they are
not among the individuals most active in the larger communal
work, as, for example, the Hebrew school and the United Jewish
Appeal.
Bnai Brith , Louis D. Brandeis Lodge . A national Jewish
fraternal order, Bnai Brith is the largest Je'-vish organi .-^^ation
in the United States with 97,000 members. The Molden lodge
was organized in 193B with a membership of two hundred. The
present paid membership is 82 ur a decrease of sixty per cent
from the original membership. The annual dues are ten dollars
from which about seven dollars are sent to the national office
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The organization runs an aanufil shov* ^vith a prof^ram book, the
proceeds of w}dch are distributed Jimonn' th.^ Bnai Brith spon-
sored national agoncies^^. Bnai Bptth Is the parent orpfaniza-
tion of the three A.Z.A. chapters ir th^- comincunity and 1? an
active supporter of local cotivitieo. Its .-nember^hlp includes
residents of the neighborinf? city of Sverett v;hich does not
have its OT,vn BntJL Brith sjroup.
CloBely ossooiated v/ith the Bnsi Brith is the Ladies'
Auxiliary which is a fraternal, oulturcil, philanthropic and
relij^ious orc^anization-^-^ . The f^roup Ie -ictive in the community
and carries on its large activities in cooperation with the
men* s Piroup.
L^OH unGAITINATIONS
The discussion of Zioni»t fjroups in the eomunity in-
cluded the discussion of a number of groups made up of local
workingmen find their wives. The msmbership of the Jewish
National Vforkers* Alliance and the Poale Zion is almost one
hundred per cent labor. Among the members, hov;ever, are a
number of business men who at one time v/ere in the working
class but who have since become employers* They are still ac-
tive in the labor movement and have not dropped their affilia-
tion v.lth the Labor Zionist groups.
10 These nationni groups inoludod the Leo N.Levi Memo-
rial Hospital, The Anti-Dafrimation League end the Hillel
Foundation.
11 Qp. Cit . , American Jewish Yearbook, Voi.43, p. 539.
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The Viorkmen* s Ci rol
e
. The laraiest Jewish labor group
in the United States, the Worionen' s Circle, has three chapters
in Maiden. The oldest branch was first organized in 1906 as
en independent society which joined the national group in 1922.
The branches #709 and #904 have only male members while branch
#709B is a women^s group. The representative of branch #709B
refused to disclose any details about the group except to ex-
plain that their purpose is to aid working people of all nation-
alities and creeds.
The male f^roups have a membership of 125 with 65 of
this number belonging to branch #904. The annual dues in the
organization varies for each member. The organization is a
benefit society which grants sickness and death benefits to
each member. In addition, members are able to insure them-
selves throufljh the organization. The average dues per member
in both male groups are twenty-five dollars a year. The
branches each donate sums to the local fund-raising campaigns.
At one time the local groups sponsored a Yiddish School for the
teaching of the Yiddish language. Communal support for this
school was not forthcoming and the attampt failed. At present,
the groups sponsor no youth activities.
The Maiden Hebrew Painters . The purpose wf this organ-
ization is to aid local painters when the need arises. The
majority of cases result from accidents resulting from the
work. The fifty local Jewish painters are members of the
c¥
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sociaty. The group is not a union and the majority of the
members belong; to the local non- sectarian union. The society
has volunteered on a number of occasions to paint the Maiden
Hebrew School at no cost and in Marcli 1942 the group volun-
teered to paint a number of rooms in the school ¥?hich needed
this work done.
SOCIAL CRGAOTZATIONS
The Maiden Men* s Club , This group is a social organi-
zation made up of sixty young men. They pay an annual dues of
five dollars and sponsor a number of affairs which brou^5;ht
their income in 1941 to 450 dollars. Although they get to-
gether for purely social reasons, the money raised is dis-
tributed to various charitable causes. The rubber of the club
interviewed felt that the organization is doing a fair job in
the community and has potentialities.
The Holyoke Men* s Club . This group is a social, char-
itable and civic group with a xaembership of forty. The annual
duee are six dollars a year which goes into the treasury for
philanthropic purposes. In addition, each member pays three
dollars a year toward the banquet fund. Every other month,
members of the group hold a banquet in various roadside dining
halls. The group is made up entirely of residents of the
Suffolk Square area and the group acts as an improvement organ-
ization for that section of the city. iSach week a member of
c
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the group attends the meetings of the Maiden Common Council to
represent the interests of the district. The f^roup, entirely
Jevdsh in raemhership, has a non- sectarian policjy in regard to
its charity work.
MISC3LLAIJB0US Ol^ANIZATIONS
A number of organizations exist in the community which
do not fit into the categories discussed in the preceding seo«»
tions. The remainin/?; portion of this chapter will be spent In
discussing these groups. They do not include all the remain-
ing groups in the city but those that have been left out are
small and play no active role in the oonffiiunlty*
The Girl Scouts . The Girl Scouts have been included be-
cause there are eight troops in Maiden v;hich have entirely Jew-
ish memberships-^^. T^iese 145 girls are following the national
program of the Girl Scouts but do have potentialities as fac-
tors in the Jewish Community. T'le Girl Scout headquarters
have reported that the Maiden troops are not sponsored by any
adult groups in the city. The local executive felt that such
sponsorship would be advisable but so far has been unable to
find any adult groups interested in such youth activities.
The Boy Scouts. The tv/o Boy Scout troops which have a
completely Jewish membership are sponsored by the local Jewish
IE Report of executive. Girl Scouts of America, Maiden
office.
(
War Veterans. The troops have ninety members-''*^ but there are
also a number of Jewish boys in other troops. The only Jevdsh
QOtivity of the troops is attendance at religious services in
the Toraple Tifereth Israel during the annual Boy Scout V»eek.
A cub troop for boys between the ages of nine and twelve is
now being sponsored by the Maiden Hebrew School as one of its
group work activities.
Aleph Zadik Aleph . The A.Z.A., as this organization is
usually known, is a Hebrew-letter social and athletic club
sponsored by the Bnai Brith. It is often considered a frat-
ernal group baoause it does have a ritual. However, the meet-
ings are not held in secrecy rmd election to the group is not
controlled by one or two votes.
There are three A. Z.A. groups in the city all sponsored
by the Bnai Brith. Two of the groups, the Louis D. Brandeis
club and the Chapter #549, have a membership of sixty- two boys
in the sixteen to eii^ihteen year age range. The third group is
a junior organization of twenty-five boys between the ages of
thirteen to sixteen. Chapter #349 is the oldest of the groups
and is the only one which raised money in 1941. The total
raised was approximately two hundred dollars, most of which was
spent on organizational expenses.
13 Official membership report. Maiden office of the
Boy Scouts.
<(
The Junior League of Bnai Brith * This group is a sister
group to A.Z.A. for those in the sixteen to eighteen year age
range. The Maiden group carries on mostly social activities,
some in cooooration with the local A.Z.A. groups. The !??roup is
sponsored by the Ladies* Auxillaiy of Bnai Brith which supplies
leadership for the Junior League.
The Jewi sh War "Veterans . This post of the Jewish War
Veterans was organized in 1954 as pt^rt of a national program
to unite all veterans of the Jewish faith. Their purpose, ac-
oordinc; to Samuel Silverstein, Past Commander of the Maiden
Post, is to provide a strong lobby or(:^anization to cooperate
with the other veteran groups to ^f^et greater benefits for the
former soldiers. They also feel that their existence aids the
Jew in fi^htim?: the minority feeling which he has. The veter-
ans point to their record in t^ioir fight against anti-Semitism.
The membership of the Maiden Post was eighty-ei^5ht during 1941 •
These men pay three dollars and fifty cents a year in dues.
The post sponsors an annual dance with a program book to raise
the funds needed for the Memorial Day banquet nnd donations to
charity. The post meets in the Maiden Hebrew School in a room
used only by themselves. The City of lanlden pays four hundred
dollars a year for the rent of this room under a city ruling
which grants every recognized veteron froup a meetin.r; place.
The city does not have any building suitable for the veteran
groups and therefore pays the rent to the agency housing the
(
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organization.
The Ladles * Auxiliary of Post £74. The auxiliary is
composed of sixty-eight women, the vdves of veterans, who pay
two dollars a year for membership. The main activity of the
group had been to care for the need of Jewish veterans in the
hospitals and Veterans* homes near Boston. With the growt.h of
the array, the group has undertaken to support activities for
the soldiers atetioned near Maiden* Fund-raisin^^ by the group
includes support of the lar^^e affairs sponsored by the veterans
and a number of »nall functions for the women.
Other Groups . A few Je^vish organizations exist in the
community which are not active participants in communal
affairs. The most important group so far as their potential**
ities for work are concerned are the hip^h school fraternities
and sororities. At present there are five such f;roups in the
city. The two fraternities and the three sororities are ex-
clusive or^^anizations with no sponsorship or leadership. The
Maiden groups are not affiliated with any national fraternal
organizations and therefore have no program at all. The groups
have large treasuries which are usually spent on large and ex-
pensive affairs for the few members. They thus satisfy the
social needs of adolescents. The oldest of the groups. Alpha
Mu, is an example of all the groups. It has a membership of
forty, all st'jdents at the Maiden High School or recent gradu-

ates. The group has an initiation fee of four dollars and
charges fifty cents a month for dues. In 1941, the group
sponsored a large banquet v/hich turned out to be p> financial
failure. The f!;roup includes sone of the leading young people
in the city who have ability but hnve no opportunity to use it
J
The fraternities and sororities are badly in need of some type
j
of leadership but no agency exists to do this.
There are a few small Landsmansohaften, organizations
raade up of people who v/ere born in the same town in Europe.
They are of interest to only this small f^roup and have no actu-
al contact with the rest of the community. One such snail
|5^roup is the Sudlikover Society.
Summary . This section has included all the organiza-
tions known to exist in the community which came within the
scope of this thesis. With factors brought out here it is
possible to think in terms of trends toward changes in the
structure of the community.

CHAPTER V
COMMIJNAL FUND-RAISIIIG ACTIVITIES
Fund-ral sing methods used by orp;fln1.zatloEs » The oi^an-
izations in the coiiiniunity use numerous methods for raising
money to supplanent the Income from dues. This chapter will
include a discussion and evaluation o? these methods in terms
of community's responsibility toward its organizations. It is
improbable that any great changes will occur in the fund-rais-
ing methods during the next few years. However, the community
has had one satisfactory experience with a limited community
chest and now that the wa!r effort has drawn many of the people
away from their organizations, the groups may decide to devel-
op the local chest. The following material will summarize the
situation which exists at present.
Types of fund- raising * There are three distinct types
of fund-raising activities used by the local groups to supple-
ment their regular income. The first is an inclusive type
under which we can classify all the small affairs sponsored by
the various organizations. These affairs include dances,
bridge parties, luncheons, suppers, fashion shows, theatre
parties and moving picture shows. The second type is the pro-
gram boolc published on the occasion of some large affair. The
third is the United Jewish Appeal which is setting th«^ pace
for a local community chest for the Jewish organizations.

This chapter will consider each type of activity in detail,
Fund'- rai sing affairs . The sraell fund-raising activi-
ties in the community vary in the different organizations.
The most common type of small fund-raising activity is the
bridge and mah jong party. Organizations like the sisterhoods
of the synagogues, the charity groups and the auxiliery of the
Jewish War Veterans sponsor at least one such affair a year.
These affairs range from a bridge party with two tables of
players in some private home to a large one in the auditorium
of the Maiden Hebrew School*
The donors luncheon has proved to be a very successful
type of fund-raising affair. The Ladies* Charitable Society
has replaced its annual dance with such an affair and Maiden
Senior Hadassah finds this its largest source of income. In
both cases, however, the luncheon also publishes a program
book. The reason for the success of the donors* luncheon is
that it makes attendance at the affair possible even for those
who feel unable to pay the usual fee. These people are able
to receive a free ticket by selling a certain number of ticketa
to others or by getting a certain number of advertisements of
greetings for the program book.
The supper is still used by some groups but the number
of such affairs has been diminishing during the last few years.
Thus, none of the organizations which in the past had spon-
|
sored suppers during the Purlm Holiday, did so this year. The
4.
Ladles* Auxiliary of the Both Israel Synagogue had no affair
and the Sisterhood of the Temple sponsored a fashion show in
piece of a supper. The only large banquet of the season
inaugurated the 1941-1942 United Jewish Appeal.
The number of plays presented by looal organizations
has also diminished. A few years back the women of the Hebrew
sohool sponsored a play in Yiddish with all the actors local
residents. This affair has been dropped under the plan al-
ready mentioned that the women work with the men rather than
sponsor their own affairs. The Brotherhood of Temple Tif-
ereth Israel sponsored a minstrel show for a number of years
but the Ttfnple has replaced that with e Monte Carlo Dance.
The moving picture show is still used by the Hebrew
sohool and the Szrath Israel Synagogue as the basis for their
largest fund-raising activity. Aside from these annual shows,
some of the groups have sponsored Yiddish talking pioturee in
the Suffolk Square area whenever the opportunity arose.
The existence of such a large number of organizations
in the city, each of which attempts at some time or other
during the year to sponsor a fimd-raising affair has often re-
sulted in the fact that two groups find their affairs con-
flicting. Inasmuch as none of the affairs appealing to the
community at large are sponsored on either a Friday or a
Saturday night, the number of dates available in the community
for affairs is limited.

Prof^r&m books . The propjrara book Is the most oomnon
single form of larf^e fund-raising used by organizations in
Maiden. Most organizations have at some tine or other
attempted to raise money by publishing a prof^ran book in con-
nection with a dance or shov;. The iiuriber of prof^reia books
printed by Maiden groups in 1941 was eiG;ht. These were full
size advertisement books. In addition, the Sisterhood of the
Templo isb'ued a Nev/ Year* greeting booklet with the nomec of
individuals in the city.
The coiamunity has readied the point where people htn'e
begun to seriously consider the real moaning of such booklets
to the oi^anizetions deriving their support from them. A
number of local butdneBs men who for neny yos'rs supplied the
bulk of the advertisements have siiggei^ted thnt some other
mecns to raise money should be considoredi Many uf thein feel
that it is unfair to the non-J"ewish loccl merchants and the
business concerns outside of the city to be forced tc give ad-
vertlssnonts to theise books. They feel that the locjl Jewish
groups should be Lble to support their own institutions fj:id
thf:t outsiders should not be responsible for the tv/enty-five
thousand dollar Tiort^^f:':*e that the Maiden Hebrev^ School owes.
The follov^lng is en analysis of the three l^.r^est pro-
gram books published within the lest year. They are being
1 Report at moetiv.^ of Beard of Directors, Maiden
Hebrew School, March 2Z, 1942
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analyzed because the larger books make greater demands upon
outside groups than do the small ones. The Maiden Hebrew
School published o program book in connection with its show In
March 1942. The booklet had thirty-four pe^es of advertise-
ments and well-wishers. Of this twenty-nine pares had only
advertisements coating from two dollars and fifty cents to
twenty dollars. The total onount raised in these twenty-nine
pages was $560.00 of which advertisements amountinfr; to $P47.50
or 43 per cent of the total oaine from firms outside of the
city or from local firms owned by non-^ews. The treasurer of
the school secures at least fifty dollars worth of advertise-
ments from coat manufacturers in New York vdth whom he happens
to deal. This is the system used by other local retail mer-
chants.
The program booklet published by Maiden Hadessah on the
occasion uf their donors* luncheon in Deomber 1041 included
thirty-seven pages of advert! senents costing between two
dollars and fifty cents and twenty dollars. In addition there
were ten pages of well-vd shers for which people pay from
twenty-five cents to one dollar. The regular advert! senents
amounted to f 740. 00 of which thirty per cent or advertisements
amounting to $222.00 came from out of town concerns or from
local non-Jews.
The largest of the books is published by the Temple
Tifereth Israel at the time of their annual Monte Carlo dance.

The 194i^edition had seventy- sia: pages of advartisernQnts
aiaountihg to ^1520. Tho advortisenonts froa non-Jevdsh and
non-^oonl fixras eunountod to |1023 or 67.26 per cent of the
t<^alj. . I^roken down still further, the figures reveal thct
63.^^ Py^r cent of the total oglio from nou-looai firrus &li over
tli^ Uxdted States. Some of the firms market products which
are .-Sold dii't3Ctly to a consurior but inany of the fims dealt
/
Tikw Viool and machine tools. Theao concerns paid for
spacer because of the pressure put on them by the Maiden men
who dohl vd.th then.
This system of supporting local institutions by forcing
business to buy Jidverti r>ing space has been ooimcn to many
comTUiiities. The developiricnt of the cciiaiunity chest nover^ont
h£.£ £sen the decline of this method in many cities, kalden,
however, C'till finds it necest-ary to j-esort to it. Dr. M£.x 0.
Beman, president of the ivlaldon Hebrew School has sui-^geGted
the inclusion of the Hebrew School in the annual drives of the
Unitad Jenish Appeal to replace the ddvertisinfr^ booklet. Otheij
loc-1 leaders hav-a refused to request ads from the concerns who
guppll'id theta ir. the past because the war situation has made itj
imposcible for them -o carry on th<3 usual businaas with these
conc'^rns.
Tho pro^^rara book is a drain upon the ener^j;ies of many
active people In the corji-mnity . Most of tht* adv.irtl Bwmnts are
sec\irod bv n ^on- l;-^ the noro aucce^^sful business Jien in the

oity who feel th'it this work satisfies their responsibility to
the commiuiity. Now that nany of them are undertaking; defense
aotlvities, they will be unwilling end uneble to devote r.s
much time to securing ads and the orgo.nizations Y;lli be forced
to :-eek nexx sources of funds.
The United Je^^lsh Appeal . The Maiden campaign for the
United Jewish Appeal has functioned in its present fora since
1939. The campaigns for 1939 and 1940 were exclusively for
the national csrapaif^n of the United Jewish Appeal. This meant
that all the money raised left the conimunity. The leadership
of the Maiden Hebrew School reali'^.ed that the organization set
up to raise the money for non-local agencies could also raise
money for local causes at the same time. The leaders of the
campaign were approached and it was agreed to include the
Hebrev/ School in the campaign of 1941. The community accepted
the 1941 campaifjin very favorably and the original goal of
fi"f*teen thousand dollars was over- subscribed. The result vv'as
that the Hebrew School received two thousand dollars without
beln« forced to aporoaoh the comLiunity ond bep; for additional
support. More important, however, than the money raised was
the fact th'it tne oommunity saw for the first time that in-
clusion of local agencies in a single Inrge fund-raising activ-
ity will mean more money with less work. The community has
tasted of a community chest and the foundation has been built
upon which to set up a local welfare fund for the communal
i
groups. The important tliinf; for the coraraunity Is to follow up
the work done this past year so that in the future not only
will the Hebrew School be included but also many of the local
charitable causes.
The United Jewish Appeal in the oorninunity requires some
study because it is the largest cooperative undertekinf^ and it
is the foundation upon which a future welfare fund probably
will be developed. The campaign during the past three years
has been headed by a local individual but the office v#orlc has
been supervised by the Associated Je^vish Philanthropies of
Boston. The follovdnp; stotistical material is from the files
of the Associated Jewish Philanthropies and were secured
through the cooperation of Mr. Sidney Cohen, campaign director
for the Associated Jewish Philanthropies. The figures for
1941 are incomplete because the files had not been complete at
the time of this study. Mr. Cohen, however, reported thr-.t the
total raised in l'.?41 was over |15,500 or |1200 above the
figure in the files. The following table includes the statis-
tical infomation.
9i
TABLE IV
UlilTiffi Ji^'ISH A??jML: 19 39-1941
Ifumber and amount
of donations 1939 1940 1941
Xnount collected,
in doll?9r3 $12,769. ^1,741. i|l4,3i57.
Niunljor of
dono rs 1104 1219 659
Average doiiv'itlon
in dollare ^1.57 #£1 . 76

The statistics in the prQCedinp; table show an increase
in the amount subscribed to the United Jewish Appeal in 1941
but shows a decline in the number uf donors. The reasons for
the increased donations to the campaign were partly due to the
war situation which requires a greater effort on the part of
the agencies doing over- seas relief and partly to the inclusion
of the Maiden Hebrew School in the campaign. The reason for
the decline in the number of donors was explained by ?Jr. Cohen
of the A. J. P. to be due to the approach used in the co^nunity.
Rather than hove a women's division appealing to the v.'oraen in
the oonjmunity, it was decided to approach the heads of families
for larger donstions and not bother the wonen. Thus the only
two divisions that v;ere active were the adult and the junior
divisions. The table does not show the size of individual
donations but does include the average donation. T^ie averaoie
donation wes more than twice as great as the average for 1940
because the number of donors had been reduced and because in
most instances people increased their donations.
The study has shown that at present the local organiza-
tions all go about their fund-raising in their own way and
that there are numerous activities for raising money which are
being regiilarly carried on. There is no body which osn control
the fund-raising of any agency and when an organization raises
more than it needs, as is the case with the charitable groups,
the money Is expended in whichever Wfiy the officers wish. The

community has the definite need for a local welfare fund.
People in the city have spoken of a local community chest ever
since the Boston Comrannity Chest proved the value of such a
campaign. As yet, the total community does not have the mecha-
nism whereby such a conpaign roight be carried on. The Jewish
connnunity has its annual campaign upon which to base its drive
for local f?;roups. The community is ready for the appeal; soma
of the or;C!;anizations are ready to cooperate; only the leader-
ship is lacking. The community chest could be developed if a
community council of somo of the leadin^^ organizations were to
be organized. This sho\ild not be as difficult in Maiden as it
has been in larger coEmunities because the membership In the
local groups Is an overlapping; one. It is e small ffroup of
people who are leaders of the larger groups who are in a posi-
tion to develop the community council with which the welfare
fund for locel agencies con be as;^ciated. The overlapping^ of
functions and wasted energies and activities can be utilized
more effectively one© the situation has been improved. The
trend is definitely there. The nert step is to build upon the
present interests of the people.

CHAPTER VI
TIIS DISVELOPMOT OF A JWHiSR COIvK^UIJITY CSLTTSR IN MjiLDSI'I
Baokf;round materi al . Chapter II Included a section on
the Young Men*s Hebrew Association which existed in the commun-
ity until 1928. The organization owned a house which had been
converted into club rooms and was used by the groups for meet-
ings and social functions. As the Y.M.H.A. leaders became in-
terested in fraternal orders, the original group left the or-
ganization and the house had to be sold. A rer^inant of the
original group met for a few years in the Maiden Hebrew School
but the group soon converted their room into a card room and
they were expelled from the building. The first attempt to
organize a Jewish Community Center which would not be only a
club for members but which would apoeal to every element in
the community, was attempted in the Fall of 1930. The attempt
will be described and reasons for its failure will be
suggested. Under the aegis of the New England office of the
Jewish Welfare Board, a group of Maiden young men and women
(.f iled a meeting of all the youth of the city to organize the
Maiden Jewish Community Center. The response to the appeal
was great and it appeared to many that the new group would
succeed in creating this much needed agency. The leaders of
the community paid no attention to the group and the organ-
izers woriced for one year with only the participation of the

youth. The reason for the failure of the community to become
interested and the basic reason for the failure of the entire
project was the group that had undertaken the work. An organ-
ization to succeed in getting the support of communal leaders,
must itself by recognized as a responsible group. This was
not the case with the leadership of the Maiden Jewish Commun-
ity Center. Their lack of responsibility and their lack of
experience resulted in the failure of the group to begin
meetint^ in 1940.
Situation in 1941-1942 . An entirely new approach to
the problem of awakening the comunlty to need for a community
center offering facilities for youth and adults was made in
the Spring of 1941. A group of young men led by Dr. Berman,
already referred to as the president of the Maiden Hebrew
School, became interested in the institution and began to tftke
an active role in its support. The leadership of the school
was approached by this group and the suggestion was mrde that
the facilities of the building be expanded to include more
thaji the five-day- a-week curriculum. It was suggested that
the school adopt a program which includes a three-day- a-week
school in addition to the other plan so that the children
living in the outlying areas of the city might find it
possible to get an education. It was also suggested that the
formal program be augmented \vith a group work program to keep
the interests of the children in their Jewish education. The

officers of tho school did not see themselves able to comply
with this request and turned the leadership of the school over
to the new group.
It is too early to state definitely whether the plans
to convert the Hebrew School into a coramunity center with
Hebrew education as the focal point can succeed. What has beeni
done to date can be evaluated. The foraer principal of the
school, who was primarily a Hebrew teacher, was replaced by a
man v^ho has had group work training in addition to his Hebrew
training. The first step was to add the three day a week
school. Although the response was not as great as the new
leadership had forecasted, a sufficient n\jBnber of pupils
applied to warrant the organization of two classes for them.
The next step was to improve the financial status of the insti-
tution. The inclusion of the school in the United Jewish
Appeal was one step in this direction. Others have been taken.
A local realtor was able to v/ork out a plan with the bank
holding the twenty- five thousand dollar mortgage for the re-
duction of the rate of interest and for the payment of some
money on the principle of the mortgage. The amount of money
received from rentals has increased. This v/as accomplished by
convincing the organizations using the building that they have
;
a definite responsibility toward its support. How great an in-l
crease will result from the nev.' system will not be known until
the end of the year. The source of incone which has increased

most in the present year has been the weekly tuition paid by
the pupils at the school. The treasurer reported in an inter-
view that the average income from tuition in 1940-1941 was
forty dollars a week. The average income in 1941-1942 has in-
creased to one hundred dollars a week. There has been tn in-
crease in enrollment but the per cent of increase of tuition
payments is greater than the per cent of increase in enroll-
ment. A further step toward inprovin^^ the financial status of
the school was referred to in the section dealinf; with the ac-
tivities of the sisterhood. It was pointed out then that the
sisterhood was no longer responsible for maintaining the build-
ing with the result that better care is now being taken of the
facilities which exist.
The buildinp; as a comrour-ity center . The building has
always housed a number of organizations such as the Jewish War
Veterans* groups,. The building has six large classrooms, an
auditorium which seats three hundred people, a kitchen, and a
recently furnished arts and crafts room. Three of the class
rooms do not have desks so that chairs can be set up for meet-
ins;s. The building is situated in the Suffolk Square area of
the city but at the end of the section closest to the second
large concentration of Jews. The structure is a modern brick
building and is located next to an empty lot ov\Tiod by the City
of Maiden. Most groups in the community have used the school
for their meetings and it is naturally considered the center
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for the oommunlty. The only facility important to a center
building which it lacks is a gymnasiuni.
ITeed for Jovdsh Ooiimiuni ty Center . The Jewish popula-
tion of over seven thousand Jews has few organized youth activ-
ities for the children and young people in the city. Aside
from the 200 children who attend the Hebrew School, end tbe fem
children who are receiving their Jewish education from private
tutors in the community or attend the Temple Sunday School,
the majority of the children receive no adequate Jewish educa-
tion. Young Judea is the only informal group appealing to
children between the ages of eight and fifteen which appwaohes
the problem with group-work in nind. Young Judea appeals to
less than two hundred of the approximately nine hundred chil-
dren of this age group. Many of their members are also stu-
dents in the Hebrew School so that the total number receiving
any Jewish training;, either formjil or informal is less, than
the sum of the two groups mentioned above. The local young-
sters have attempted the organisation uf clubs but the lack of
a place to come for leadership has usually resulted in their
disintegration.
This is not only true of the youngsters, but is true as
well of the intermediate age group, fifteen to eighteen. The
only group in this age range for boys to Join is A.Z.A. which
follows a national program. The one group for girls of this
ago is also a part of Bnai i^rith and follows a national pro-

gram. This meens that there are no supervised ^^roups for
yo\iiif; people in which the usual group work activities are
carried out.
Inforraal adult activities are as disorganized as are
the youth groups. Aside from Junior Hadassah, there is no
group for youn^^ people between the ages of eighteen and twenty-
five. The oonmunity is over-organized on the adult level hut
sadly lacking on the youth and young adult levels. The com-
munity center under the supervision of a trained group worker
oould offer activities to the youth of the community. The
offer would be a thing desired by the young people. This fact
has been proven in other communities where centers do exist.
The Jewish Community Center of Portland, Maine, reported at a
New 2nglGnd Conference of the Jewish Welfare Board that
seventy per cent of the young adults In their community were
affiliated with the agency. The need exists; the facilities
exist; the leadership must aw?itken the community.
The community is in need of a community clearing house.
The organizations of the community have often been faced with
the fact that two groups have planned ??n affair for the same
night. The community center could serve the purpose of clear-
ing? dates. The nev/ director of the school made a step in that
direction by publishing a nev/spaper through which people and
organizations could learn what the community is planning but
only one issue was published. The lack of a center was felt

during the Passover Holidays when the Jewish War Veterans
attempted to find homes willing to accept soldiers for the few
days and had to spread the fact by word of mouth. The center
vjould have filled that need very well and efficiently. Insteac
the community saw one more iiaportant responsibility left to
one person. Uthor exarapies of such conditions could be cited.
The development of a community center can be the source
of communal cooperation. To reach this point, a council of
representatives of all elements and groups in the city should
be formed. The community is extremely active yet accomplishes
much less than might be expected. Proper leadership in the
community mif;ht be secured by placing the responsibility for
community planning in the hand of a council v/orkinfj; closely
with the trriined executive of the community center.
Summery . The present attempt to organize a community
center follows an unsuccessful attempt made in 1939-1940. The
present move has been made by men who are accepted by the com-
munity and therefvjre have the backing of the community. People
are not yet at the point where they realize that the majority
of Jewish young people have no informal educational activities
which are satisfactory. The appointment of a trained group
worker as the head of the Hebrew School has been a step in
that direction. On the other hand. It is important that the
curriculum of the Hebrew School not be relegated to a position
of secondary importance. The feeling in the community has

been that the school is not receiving:; proper direction from the
principal because his interests are too diffused among conanun-
ity agencies. He has been attempting the almost superhuman
task: of conbinin^^ the work of a principal, group worker and
community organizer. A plan must be vKirked out whereby the
program will include group work activities and a formal Hebrew
education. Since no other agency exists which can bef!:in the
work, the Hebrew School must do this job. The first step in
the direction of group work has been made. Now it is up to the
community to develop its resources to put the entire matter on
a satisfactory plane.
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CHAPTER VII
SUM?.iAHY AliD CQHCLUSIONS
Uethod of gathering; data. The study "bagan with a brief
histoiy of the Jewish coraraunity of Maiden and continued on to
a brief description of the present day coimnunity insofar as
that had a relationship to the subject of the study. The next
step vms to gather material regarding each group included in
the preceding pages. This required interviewing the leading
members of the various groups and learning from them the status
and activities of their groups. There are a few cases which
have been taentioned which might be challenged by people in the
community on the grounds that the facts on certain groups are
slightly exaggerated. In the broader picture of the community,
however, those details are not important since the primary ob-
ject in getting all the data on these groups has been to study
trends. All along an attempt had been laade to note the reac-
tions of organizational leaders to the suggestion of a cormun-
ity center and a welfare fund and these reactions have been
noted in various places.
General -^acts regarding organizations . The study has
included forty-nine distinct organizations and eighty-one dis-
tinct groups. The age range is from nine upward with most of
the groups on the adult level. There are six synagogues in
the city which have a total membership of 722 men. Associated

with each of the synagogues are a number of organizations.
Four ladies* aid societies exist and have a total membership
of 475 but the mombershlps are overlapping. The total member-
ship in the nine Zionist groups in the city has been estimated
as being 902. The number of meanbers in the fraternal orders,
eixclusive of labor groups, is estimated to be 674. Other
groups in the corinunity have memberships ranging from forty
members to five hundred.
The study of the organisations reveals that Maiden is
well organized and possibly even over-organized. Groups exist
which meet the individual needs of most adults in the commun-
ity* The study does reveal, however, that the needs of the
youth groups are not met satisfactorily. Young people of high
school age have only the Bnai Brith groups and the Young Judea
clubs. Most of the members of the Young Judea groups are
younger than the high school age range vvhich means that this
group does not appeal to the older boys and girls. The Junior
League of the Temple has some people of high school age but
most of the members are above eighteen years of age. The
synagogues hRve to a limited extent met the needs of the adult
community but have made no real attempt to deal with the needs
of youth. The Hebrew School has satisfied the needs of the
group seeking a formal education but until this year it was not
considered within the scope of its work to include other youth
in its program. The total picture depicts the unsatisfactory
i
manner in which the neods uf the young people have been met.
The first steps towards a remedy for the situation have been
described in Chapter V.
Tho disinterest evidenced by the oouirnunity in relation
to the problems of youth is also evident from the nejiner in
which the financial problems of the adult groups are dealt
with. Organizations have been completely satisfied to derive
t'leir support from outsiders. Merr.bers of the groups feel
little responsibility themsolves to support their own organiza-
tions. Thus we find that in 1941 ei^ht organizations pub-
lished program books in which ads covering up to 63 per cent
of the total book carae from outside the city.
T'^e study has also revealed the existence of groups no
longer needed by the connunity. The ladies' charities have
found that the need for charity, as they knew until the New
Deal, no longer exists. The need for a merger of the groups
seams evident and some of tho leaders have considered the step
Uergors of the various groups will not solve the problem in
the ooraciunity. So long as the individual women deal with the
oases there will be continuous differences of opinion and
women from each group will attempt to keep the leadership of
the ''orraer organizations in power. T>a groups need more than
merely e merger. In the final section, a discussion of a
possible plan for these groups v,lll be included.
Conclusions . Maiden is a community which has poten-

tl&litles for, beoomin^?, an extrenely active community, satisfy-
ing t]i9 needs of the majority of Jewish residentv*?. The tine
seens ri/rjht for some moves in the direction of an organized
conmunity rather then remaining; a cosmiunity of organii-^citions.
There must be two definite noves made if the co^^mmlty is
cooing to reach the point where it C5in rOBlly function at its
potentip.1 level. The first step must be in the direction cf a
velfare fund or coRanunity chest. The first nove v/as r.ade In
1941 when the Hebrev7 School was admitted to the United Jevslsh
Appeal and received some funds. The communal leaders must next
attempt to raise the amount {granted the Hebrew School so that
a profijram book vdll be unnecessary. The local charity groups,
specifically the Maiden Hebrew Ladies* Cliaritabie Society and
The Children's Aid Society should be included. At the same
time, the community should elect a permanent corimittee for the
United Jewish Appeal, a board of directors. By permanent, the
author is referrinf^ to the committee as a body. The members
of the committee should be elected to the body by the orf^anlz*
ation supporting the annual campaie^n. Tlie existence of such a
body will make possible the appointment of an allooatini? or
budget committee so that the local groups will receive only
what they need.
The charitable groups should be included in the local
v/elfare fiind not only to reduce the demands made upon the
comriunity for support but also to mcJce possible the profession-
<(
allzation of the aid in the oopimunity. Maiden is still at the
level at which present day faioily case work agencies were forty
years ago. The oonimunity has a definite need for a profession-
al case worker to replace the well-iaeaning but tintrainad women
who today investigate oases and do "fmily case-work". Inclu-
sion of the charity groups in a local welfare fund will make
it possible to take the control of the organizations out of
the hands of the self-perpetuating leadership and to raise the
level of its work. The change will not cone from within the
groups but must be brought about by community pressure.
A welfare fund is needed not only by the charity groups
previously referred to and the Hebrew School but also by other
small groups in the city. The lioeth Chitim Society v/hich dis-
tributes aid before Passover and which raises nearly one
thousand dollars by a house to house collection should be in-
cluded. The Maiden S'-'eltering Home is also a society v/hioh
could well come under the direction of the conraunity.
Suggestions regarding fund-rai sing . The following
suggestions have been arrived at by considering the material in
the study. The coiomunity has a need for a local welfare fund.
This drive should be directed by democratically elected repre-
sentatives of all the groups in the oomnunity. The committee
should be in a position to allocate money and should be suffi»
ciently representative of the community that it represents
authority. The annual drive should include only local organi-
<
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zations. There seems to be less organizational antaf^onism be*
tween looal f^roups than between the looel branches of national
groups. The fund sho\ild also be directed by a tr'iined com-
munity worker who will be not only director of the campaign
itself but can act as supervisor of communal activities. A
trained person could easily earn his salary by putting order
into the present fund-raising methods.
Welfare funds have proven successful in reaching many
mora people than do small affairs by many groups. In addition
the average donation increases. Maiden haB seen this in the
United Jewish Appeal, as explained in Chapter V. commun-
ity it sewas is ready, only the leadership must be found*
Suggestions regarding a oommuni ty center . The develop-
ments in regard to the Jewish community center have already
been discussed. The problem at present is the manner in which
a center can actually come into existence.
Tfie first step should be to interest the community.
The developments to date have been without sufficient partici-
pation by the greater part of thf^j community. If the center is
j
to serve its purpose as the focal point in the community it
must receive the support of the community.
The second step should be a clarification for the com-
munity of the purposes v/hich the present leaders of the Hebrew
School have in mind. There is still some distrust in the
minds of people that the school is being made to suffer and

that the ultimate objective of the present leadership is to
convert the school entirely into a center. The exact position
of the school in the community center plans must be clarified
and its purpose must not be endangered. The community needs
the school and the leaders of the institution are responsible
for its continuance. The direction of the school and the di-
rection of the coTTiraunity center should be the activity of two
separate individuals. Comraunities have found that a conbined
center and Hebrew school reduce the financial burden on the
residents. The results in the program and curriculum, however,
are often ne^^atively affected. An educator tends to stress
the school, to the disadvantage of the comnunity center v/hile
the group worker tends to stress the informal education pro-
gram with the same result. To date we have insufficient in-
formation about the Maiden Hebrew School to state definitely
whether placin^^ responsibility for the school and the center
program in the same person will be disadvantageous to the
school, but the faculty find outsiders feel the school has
suffered from the change. It is important that the school be
carefully observed during the remainder of this school year.
There should be a close relationship between the devel-
opment of a center and a welfare fund in a community as small
as Maiden. The welfare fund can act as the fiscal agent for
the center, making possible a more expanded program than can
now be undertaken. The center can be the focal point for the

activities of the welfare fund and the leadership of the two
might be in many ways compl^Tientary. Certainly, the pro-
fessional staff of the center oan be important factors in the
welfare fund and oan give it professional direction. The
trends are beginning to take definite forms and the next step
is for the leaders to realize their responsibility and under-
take serious planning for the future. When that is done, what
is now a disorganized community will many potentialities will
become an organized community with its organizations working
at the maximum efficiency. It will be then that the needs of
the people will be fully met»



SCHSDULiS UP Q.UESTIONS
March 1942
Name of organization
Date of organization
Sex of membor^; Westing pl5:ce_
Pre sant number of memberg
Prequenoy of meoting s
National affiliation
Annual dues Annual income^
Fund-raising aotivities
Purpose of the organisfition^
Cooperative nctivlties with othar groups
How is the income used?
Pemarks
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LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS
Agudas AOhim Synagogue
Sisterhood of Congregation Agudas Aohim
Men* s Club of Congregation Agudas Aohlm
Beth Israel Synagogue
Ladies* Auxiliary of Congregation Beth Israel
Bzrath Israel Synagogue
Sisterhood of Congregation Szrath Israel
Mlshkan Tefila Synagogue
Ladies' Auxiliary of Congregation Mishken Tefila
Temple Tifereth Israel
Brotherhood of Temple Tifereth Israel
Sisterhood of Temple Tifereth Israel
Junior League of T«nple Tifereth Israel
Young Israel
THe Maiden Hebrew School
Sisterhood of the Maiden Hebrew School
Children's Aid Society
Maiden Hebrew Ladies' Charitable Society
Maplewood Ladies' Aid Society
Aleph Zadik Aleph (A.Z.A.)
Maiden A.Z.A #349
Louis D. Brandeis Aleph Club
Junior A.Z.A.
Bnai Brith, Louis D. Brandeis Lodge, #1270
Ladies' Auxiliary of Louis D. Brandeis Lodge #1270
Junior League, Louis D. Brandeis Lodge #1270
Knights of Pythias, Maiden Lodge #40
Masons, Mount Scopus Lodge
Odd Fellows, Lebanon Lodge
Independent Order of Brith Abraham
Jewish War Veterans, Maiden Post #74
Ladies* Auxiliary, Jewish War Veterans, Post #74

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS (continued)
Holyoice Men's Club
Maiden Men's Club
Hadassah, Business and Professional Group
Maiden Junior Hadassah
Maiden Senior Hadassah
Maiden Zionist District
Poale Zion
Jewish National Woricers' Alliance
Maiden Young Judea
The Jevdsh Workmen's Circle
Branch #709
Branch #709B
Branch #904
Mizraohi
Women's Mizraohi
Maiden Sheltering Society
Maiden Moeth Chitim Society
The Ezrath Cholim Society
The Jewish T.B. Society
Maiden Hebrew Painters Association
The Gewerkschaften Campaign
The United Jewish Appeal
Boy Scouts (2 completely Jewish troops)
Girl Scouts (8 completely Jewish troops)

LIST OF 0H>AIIIZA1T0NS ( contiaued)
Maiden Hlf5h School Fraternities and Sororities
Alpha Mu
Alpha Zeta Pi
Phi Delta Phi
Sigma Phi
Kai Lun



